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there are multiple input sources available, as well as multiple destinations. track assistant is a multipurpose tool
that lets you import settings from audio or set up audio projects, which can all be done in up to 15 variations. you

can choose which to use, then save them for future use. neutron tools organize presets like tricks can be used with
multiple instruments at once. neutron elements import settings from files allows you to import and export settings.
when you need to create a preset, simply import from audio or from project files, or from up to 15 variations. save

the preset to use again or (if using variations) as a variation. those familiar with preset-based approaches know
there can be a steep learning curve to a new izotope tool. if you arent ready to see how well track assistant

performs, feel free to try out its predecessor, the variation inspector. track assistant is the next step in neutrinos
evolutionary path. if youre already familiar with this editor, give track assistant a try. see how well it can take your
mixes to the next level. i. zip feature in the software. although the file you are down-loading contains the source
code of the software, the file you will actually download by following the instructions on this page is a compiled

version that has a.zip extension. neutrons primary is a powerful new tool that can literally sculpt sounds through
shape manipulation with literally hundreds of knobs, controls, and sliders to create sounds from scratch, edit pre-

made sounds, or tear sounds apart to make new sounds from different elements of the original sound. the
algorithms used in neutrons primary are based on the renowned neutron software, the gold standard in the field,

and neutrons primary includes all of the features of neutrons. the possibilities are endless. 5ec8ef588b
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